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Welcome to Trondheim and this keynote session, as part of the General Assembly for the EERA Joint Program on Smart Grids.Trondheim is known as the Technology capital of Norway, due in large part to the strong presence of SINTEF and The Norwegian University of Technology and Science.
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I am especially glad to co-host this event in Trondheim together with NTNU. A collaborative effort is needed to realize the goals of the SET plan. Since its inception, SINTEF has maintained a close relationship to industrial and academic partners, both nationally and internationally, with NTNU as the prime example. SINTEF and NTNU cooperate in research projects, education and laboratory infrastructure. Examples include CINELDI and the Smart Grid Laboratory, both inaugurated earlier today. We also collaborate actively in international activities and forums (including EERA, Brussels office)Pan-European collaboration is more important today than ever before. The challenges we face are increasingly international and global in nature. EERA gives us the opportunity to form strong teams that work closely together in research and innovation projects that will have a significant impact on the refinement and development of the European power industry. SINTEFs vision is "Technology for a better society", and few places is this more relevant than in the power industry (energy sector? Energy system?) today.The energy system is changing; drastically and rapidly: new renewable energy sources, new structures and dynamics (distributed generation, fluctuations and loss of inertia, and closer pan-European integration), new value chains and actors.Digitalization makes this transformation possible, but at the same time poses new challenges and adds complexity to an already extremely complex and delicate/important system/infrastructure.I have therefore chosen to share with you today some views on digitalization and the power industry. I will start with a perspective of selected trends in society at large.
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SINTEFs vision is "Technology for a better society", and few places is this more relevant than in the power industry (energy sector? Energy system?) today.The energy system is changing; drastically and rapidly: new renewable energy sources, new structures and dynamics (distributed generation, fluctuations and loss of inertia, and closer pan-European integration), new value chains and actors.Digitalization makes this transformation possible, but at the same time poses new challenges and adds complexity to an already extremely complex and delicate/important system/infrastructure.I have therefore chosen to share with you today some views on digitalization and the power industry. I will start with a perspective of selected trends in society at large.
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We are witnessing a digitalization in society at large:Pervades all areas of society – both at the private and professional level. This changes businesses, employment, business models and competence needs profoundly."Enabling Technologies" are opening radical opportunities for all industries and sectors. This can come from advancements within individual technologies: for example, paradigm shifts in generating and handling dataThe interplay and integration of advances across technologies can however bring about visionary opportunities: for example, taking the opportunity of 3D-printing approaches to embed advanced sensors, advanced materials  and functionalities into the core of components.<nhoArbeidsplasser endresVerdikjeder endresTrusler – også muligheterRessursøkonomi - kunnskapsøkonomiNorge: Teknologi og god samhandling
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We are also rapidly approaching a situation where there are more "things" than "non-things" connected to the Internet; it has been estimated that by 2020, there will be 2 to 6 Internet-connected things for every human on Earth. A large fraction of these "things" are either directly concerned with production or consumption of energy, or have properties that can somehow be exploited in the operation of the power system.---------------------------50 bn er Cisco's estimat – antakelig for høythttps://iot-analytics.com/iot-market-forecasts-overview/
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With the Internet of Things follows data. Lots of data. The development of Big Data technologies enables businesses to harvest the value of these data; through optimizing their interaction with the environment, understanding their customers, or taking advantage of resources that have hitherto been uncontrollable.
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In the power system, integration of large amounts of intermittent (uncontrollable) renewable generation requires a more dynamic interaction between consumption and production of energy.The modern energy system further introduces smart meters, electrified transport, distributed production and storage, and smart appliances. All these are or will be connected to a network, with the potential to operate autonomously or in cooperation at different levels.The number of controllable resources will thus vastly increase. Pervasive ICT in the power system transforms the consumer into an active, more flexible and more powerful actor in the energy system.In the traditional energy system, power flows in a hierarchical fashion, from central production units to distributed consumers. In the energy system that unfolds today, power flows dynamically in all directions. The dynamics of the network transforms from a tree to a web.
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Technologies such as the Internet of Things and Big Data opens exciting and fascinating possibilities and opportunities, for both consumers and industry.(In line with our vision of technology for a better society,) I believe SINTEF and the EERA community must strive to apply these possibilities to develop an energy system that provides maximal benefit to society, both in its own respect and as our most critical infrastructure.An important aspect of this is the on-going rollout of advanced metering infrastructure across Europe. In isolation this is a very costly operation. Done right, however, it has the potential to vastly increase the value and utility of the distribution grid and the resources that are already connected to it.Some of these possibilities have already been demonstrated in both national and international research and innovation projects. For instance, partners in the Norwegian project DeVID demonstrated that the simple act of replacing assumptions and coarse estimates of power consumption with metered data can be sufficient to postpone costly reinvestment in distribution substations. In the EcoGrid EU project, EnergiNet.dk, SINTEF and several other partners demonstrated how real-time price signals can be used to adapt flexible consumption to variable production of wind energy. 
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It is important to point out that digitalization in the power industry is not only about what is happening at the distribution and consumer level.Equally important are the ongoing and accelerating developments in the power system at large:Extensive use of monitoring data, broadband communication and control, and advanced power electronics, enable a more dynamic, efficient and robust transmission system, as well as closer and more seamless integration between large-scale producers, transmission and distribution grid operators, and consumer.This is important both for integrating very high amounts of renewable energy to the European energy system, and for maximizing the value of the existing electrical infrastructure.
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An example of this is the Hasle corridor. The Hasle corridor was the first transmission line connecting Norway to Sweden, and thus to an international power system. It remains one of our key connections to neighboring countries, and has been the subject of research and demonstration projects for decades.Among other things, it has been an important site for Norwegian, Swedish and other Nordic TSOs to test and demonstrate the utility of coordinated real-time measurements of current and voltage in the entire Nordic region. Together with Statnett and ABB, SINTEF and NTNU have Here, Statnett has facilitated the development and implementation of technology for wide area power oscillation damping that significantly improves stability and power transfer capacity. Solely through improved smartness, monitoring and control, this has been one of the enablers for a four-fold increase in transfer capacity over the Hasle corridor, and illustrates the importance of digitalization in fully realizing and increasing the capabilities of the existing electric energy system.
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The power grid can be described as the central nervous system of society. A modern society relies on the power system to function everywhere, at all times. Yet, at the same time, there is a dire need for innovation and rapid, drastic changes, and Europe is in the midst of these changes today.Digitalization is one of the key enablers to make some of these changes possible, for both operators, producers and consumers. At the same time, digitalization also increases complexity and adds its own intrinsic challenges to an already extremely complex system.A safe transformation of the energy system will require technological development and new business models, but also digital competence among consumers, operators and leaders.Close collaboration between European research institutions, regulators and the power industry, together with step-wise progress and validation of new concepts in cutting-edge laboratories and pilot studies, are the key ingredients to carry out this transformation in a safe and efficient manner.With that, I hope you enjoy these beautiful autumn days in Trondheim, and wish you an interesting and inspiring keynote session and EERA general assembly.
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